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Foreword
Dear readers,
I am happy to present you with the annual summary report of the Royal Observatory of Belgium. As in the
previous years, we have decided to only present the highlights of our scientific activities and public
services, rather than providing a full, detailed and lengthy overview of all of our work during the year. We
hope to provide you, in doing so, with a report that is more interesting to read and gives a taste of life at
the Observatory. If you need more or other information on the Royal Observatory of the Belgium and/or
its activities, contact rob_info@oma.be or visit our website http://www.observatory.be.
A list of publications and staff statistics are included at the end. To also suit our international readers &
collaborators and to give it an as wide visibility as possible, the report is written in English.
Ronald Van der Linden
Director General
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Life at the Royal
Observatory of Belgium

Anniversary: 10 years of PROBA2
On November 2, the ESA satellite PROBA2 celebrated its 10th anniversary. Since 2009, PROBA2 has
observed the Sun with the telescope SWAP and the radiometer LYRA. Both instruments were conceived
and operated by researchers of the Royal Observatory of Belgium. Over ten years, SWAP and LYRA have
provided data from flares, coronal mass ejections and other manifestations of solar activity with a very
high cadence and an unprecedented, large field-of-view, and they have helped forecasting their effects on
the Earth environment.
On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of PROBA2, a
press release was sent out and the news was shared
to different Belgian media. While PROBA2 was initially
intended to last two years, the mission is still ongoing.
Today, PROBA2 remains in excellent shape and is one
of the few satellites that can be used by European
space weather forecasters to detect solar eruptions.

Figure 1: The PROBA2 team around the model show ten
fingers to illustrate the 10th anniversary of the satellite

More information on PROBA2 can be found at
https://proba2.sidc.be.

Launch of the citizen science project Val-u-Sun
Solar scientists from the Royal Observatory of Belgium launched the citizen science project Val-u-Sun. This
project, open to everyone, allows citizens to help research by counting sunspots on archived drawings.
Observers around the globe have counted and drawn
sunspots by hand for more than 400 years and still
continue to do so. The reason they still do it in the old
fashioned-way, with a pencil and a paper sheet, is to
keep the continuity between past and modern
observations. By applying the same method,
scientists can compare the sunspots from the past
with present-day sunspots. This gives one of the
longest scientific data archives in the history of
science, dating back from Galileo’s observations and
drawings from more than 400 years ago.
Citizens can help the solar scientists of the Royal
Observatory of Belgium by counting sunspots on the
original drawings from the SIDC archive. To
participate to this project and for more information,
see the Val-u-Sun website:
Figure 2: An example of a typical sunspot drawing

http://sidc.be/valusun/citizenscience/index.php

Prizes, awards and grants
The 2019 EGU Runcorn-Florensky Medal is awarded to Tim Van Hoolst
Tim van Hoolst, project leader in planetary science at the Royal Observatory of
Belgium won the 2019 Runcorn-Florensky Medal of the European Geosciences Union
for his seminal contributions to the field of geodesy and geophysics of the terrestrial
planets and satellites and for leadership in planetary geodesy. His field of research is
the rotation and tides of planets and satellites and how these can be used to explore
the planets’ interior structures. He participates in numerous spatial missions such as
BepiColombo to Mercury and JUICE (JUpiter ICy moons Explorer) to the Galilean
moons of Jupiter, in which he is the chair of the working group on the interior and geophysics of the moons.
He is also Co-Investigator of ExoMars 2020 in which LaRa, a radio-science instrument of which the
Observatory is responsible, will be integrated.
One of Van Hoolst’s most important contributions is related to the understanding of the rotational
dynamics of Mercury and of icy satellites, whose sub-surface oceans decouple their interior from the solid
but deformable ice shells. Van Hoolst and his team have also worked on determining the interior structure
of Mars.

The Vanderlinden Prize is awarded to Sebastien Le Maistre
Sébastien Le Maistre, researcher at the Royal Observatory of Belgium, received on
December 14, 2019 the Georges Vanderlinden Prize from the Royal Academy of
Belgium (Science Class) for his research in data processing for Martian missions.
Sébastien Le Maistre is an aeronautical and aerospace engineer and holds a
doctorate in science. Since his PhD thesis, he specializes in the analysis of radio
communications between Earth and Martian landers. He is part of the LaRa project
(Lander Radioscience), of which he has been project manager and deputy principle
investigator (Deputy PI) since 2018. He became principal investigator (PI) in July 2020. Sébastien Le Maistre
has published a large number of scientific papers and has acquired an international reputation in the
processing and interpretation of radioscience data.

New grant from the European Research Council for the study of the
Earth’s interior
On Friday October 11, 2019, the European Research Council (ERC) announced the
award of new grants to European researchers (ERC Synergy Grants). Among the
laureates is Dr. Véronique Dehant, researcher at the Royal Observatory of Belgium
for the project GRACEFUL: GRavimetry, mAgnetism and CorE Flow. She shares this
grant with Anny Casenave and Mioara Mandea (both from France).
This is the second ERC grant awarded to Véronique Dehant. Her first grant (ERC
Advanced Grant) was obtained in 2015 for the project “RotaNut” (Rotation and
Nutation of a wobbly Earth). The aim of GRACEFUL is to probe the deep Earth’s interior by using
observations of the magnetic and gravity fields, and of the rotation of the Earth, A. Cazenave being expert
in gravity field, M. Mandea in geomagnetism, and V. Dehant in Earth’s rotation. By using in synergy these
three global observables, they intend to provide new insights about processes occurring inside the Earth’s

liquid core and at the core-mantle boundary. See the announcement on the ERC website:
http://erc.europa.eu/news/erc-2019-synergy-grants-results

Preparation of space
missions

ExoMars: LaRa integrated on the platform Kazachok
On November 2019, the Belgian instrument
LaRa (Lander Radioscience) was accepted for
integration on the Kazachok platform of the
second ESA ExoMars mission (launch postponed
to 2022).
The final inspection of LaRa was performed end
of July 2019 at the Space Research Institute of
the Russian Academy of Sciences (IKI).
Representatives of various international
organisations attended to this event. In
particular, Véronique Dehant, LaRa’s Project
Manager (PI), and her Deputy PI Sébastien Le
Maistre (who became PI in the meantime) of the
Royal Observatory of Belgium, along with Lieven
Thomassen, design engineer and representative
of Antwerp Space, the Belgian instrument Prime
Contractor, were present at this crucial
moment. They were accompanied by Vaclav
Valenta, ESA’s Technical Officer in the PRODEX
programme
(Scientific
Experiment
Development Programme), Russian mission
experts, as well as staff members of IKI (Russian
Space Research Institute) and TsNIIMash
(Russian Company responsible for ExoMars).

This inspection included electrical and
mechanical compatibility tests with the Russian
platform. The tests were realised in a sterile
environment to prevent contamination of Mars’
surface with biological traces from Earth. On
November 7, the acceptance was pronounced,
based on the test results during the Test Review
Board (TRB). A graduation, in a way. “This is a
wonderful achievement, because LaRa is the
result of many years of dedicated work!”, says
Véronique Dehant.

The LaRa instrument
The second ExoMars mission (launch planned in
2022) consists of a rover and a surface platform
that will land on Mars on 2023. Belgium
develops LaRa (Lander Radioscience), one of the
platform instruments.
LaRa is made of an electronic box (a coherent
transponder) and three antennas: a receiving
antenna and two transmitting antennas. Its
purpose is to measure the rotation and
orientation of Mars. This measurement will
allow extracting the physical properties of the
interior of the red planet, in particular the
physical state, composition, and dimension of its
core.
The transponder part of the instrument was
developed, produced and tested by Antwerp
Space and the antennas by UCLouvain. Belgium,
through the Belgian Federal Science Policy
(BELSPO), is funding the LaRa mission with the
support of the ESA PRODEX programme.
Link: https://lara.oma.be/

Figure 3 Model of the LaRa instrument.
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EUI and Solar Orbiter ready for launch!
On October 2019, the instrument EUI (Extreme
Ultraviolet Imager) was integrated into the Solar
Orbiter satellite launched towards the Sun in
February 2020.
The ESA Solar Orbiter mission will perform closeup studies of the Sun, at a distance of only 42
million km. That is less than one third of the
distance from the Earth to the Sun, and also well
within Mercury’s orbit. The EUI telescope will
take pictures of the solar atmosphere in nonvisible light, i.e. in extreme ultraviolet.
EUI will offer scientists a unique opportunity to
have a close look at the dynamic processes in
the solar atmosphere. In particular, EUI will
image the solar poles for the first time and will
provide the sharpest movies ever of the solar
atmosphere. This will help us to better
understand solar eruptions, which can have
severe consequences on our technology such as
GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) and

radio communication,
pipelines.

power

grids,

and

The EUI project started in 2008 under the
scientific lead of the Royal Observatory of
Belgium and the engineering lead of the Centre
Spatial de Liège (Belgium). The Institut
d’Astrophysique Spatiale (France) and Max
Planck Institute for Solar System Research
(Germany) contributed to the telescopes of EUI.
The computer of EUI was developed by the
Mullard Space Science Laboratory, UK. The
Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium
Davos/World Radiation Center (Switzerland)
developed the telescope enclosure. During
operation, the EUI instrument will be managed
by the Royal Observatory of Belgium.
EUI website: http://sidc.be/EUI/

Figure 4. Flight model of EUI (Credit: Jean-Philippe Halain).

Service and expertise

Seismic activity in Belgium in 2019
In 2019, 45 natural earthquakes, 14 induced earthquakes and 199 quarry blasts and explosions occurred in
and around Belgium (Figure 5). This catalogue is complete for natural earthquakes and contains a selection of
quarry blasts and earthquakes induced by human activities, e.g. linked to (rock) mass removal in mines or
geothermal exploitation. The largest event recorded in Belgium in 2019 was the induced earthquake on 23
June 2019 in Dessel (Belgium, ML=2.1; ML for local magnitude, commonly referred to as “Richter magnitude”).
In 2019, there were at least 16 measurable explosions at sea, performed by the Belgian, Dutch or French Army
to destroy old ammunition.

Figure 5: Events recorded in 2019 by the Belgian Seismic Network of the Royal Observatory of Belgium.

In 2019, one earthquake (5 December 2019 near Genk, ML=1.6), one induced event (23 June 2019 near Dessel,
ML=2.1; Figure 6) and one quarry blast (20 May 2019 at Lessines, ML=1.8) were felt in Belgium. We know that
these events were felt because the local population spontaneously answered the ‘Did You Feel It
questionnaire’ on the ROB macroseismic inquiry website http://seismologie.be/en.
Date and Time

Latitude

Longitude

Depth

Mag.

Name

Inquiries

Type

05/12/2019
01:07

50.987

5.5388

6.1

1.6

Genk (BE)

47

Earthquake

23/06/2019
19:30

51.240

5.109

4.0

2.1

Dessel
(BE)

44

Induced

20/05/2019
14:31

50.732

3.852

0.0

1.8

Lessines
(BE)

7

Quarry Blast

Table 1: Felt events in the region in 2019.

In comparison, in 2018, 65 natural earthquakes occurred in and around Belgium. The largest was located in
Kinrooi 25 May 2018 (magnitude ML=3.1) and was largely felt.

Figure 6: Seismic records of the induced seismic event in Dessel on 23 June 2019 (ML=2.1), the largest event that occurred in Belgium
in 2019.

Man-induced earthquakes in Belgium
Earthquakes triggered by industrial activity associated to the filling of artificial water reservoirs in many regions
worldwide, or injection of waste water from oil and gas extraction are known since the mid of the 20th century.
These events include several earthquakes of magnitude larger or equal to 5.0 that caused significant damage.
(Here we refer to moment magnitude, measuring the size of an earthquake based on the area of fault rupture
and average amount of slip, and on the force that was required to overcome the friction sticking the rocks
together that were offset by faulting.)
Therefore, even if many injection processes are apparently aseismic, industry has to monitor and reduce
hazard during injection activities, for example by installing “traffic-light” systems monitoring seismic activity
and establishing thresholds for reducing injection rates or stopping injection when necessary. Nevertheless,
monitoring and controlling industrial processes may not be sufficient in some specific cases, as indicated by
the large events of magnitude MW = 5.8 in Oklahoma in 2016 or MW = 5.4 in 2017 in South Korea.
Man-induced or triggered earthquake activity is currently a significant contribution to seismic hazard in a few
stable continental regions (SCR). More generally, we assume that it could be a hazard at least equally
important as natural seismicity in some SCR, particularly where there is a lack of previous seismic activity.
This seems to be the case in Belgium, around Mol-Dessel in the province of Limburg, where fluid injection tests
have been carried out since 2016. The different tests have induced hundreds of earthquakes. The Seismology
and Gravimetry Service monitored the seismic activity locally thanks to the seismometers installed in the MolDessel area, in collaboration with ONDRAF/NIRAS. An induced event occurred on 23 June 2019 close to the
injection borehole, the local magnitude has reached ML=2.1 and was felt locally.
In 2019, the Seismology and Gravimetry Service provided expertise services to VITO, SCK•CEN,
ONDRAF/NIRAS, the Walloon and Flemish Regions concerning natural and man-made seismic hazards. This
consisted in specific studies at some sites (e.g., in depth analysis of the induced activity at Mol-Dessel), reports
(e.g., the seismic hazard evaluation at different SEVESO sites in Wallonia), and participation to workshops.
Natural processes explain the occurrence of the SCR seismicity before and in parallel to the advent of industrial
processes, and continue to be at the origin of a part, often significant, of the current activity in many SCR.
Nevertheless, since 1960, about 10% of moderate earthquakes with MW≥5.5 that occurred in SCR worldwide
are related to human activities.
Progressing in the understanding of SCR earthquakes needs to address the question of how the different
natural and man-induced processes are modifying stresses in the crust and/or fault strength favouring slippage
on faults. The Royal Observatory of Belgium is working in particular on inferring man-induced seismic activity
rates, estimating the possible maximum magnitude values that can be reached with such events.
The monitoring of induced events in SCR are really challenging, as such moderate shallow earthquakes could
be very destructive and deadly. Evaluating the possible consequences of industrial activities in terms of
induced or triggered seismicity and associated vulnerabilities should be the rule. This includes not only
evaluation of the earthquake resistance of the industrial infrastructures, but also of the different existing types
of buildings in the concerned areas.
Reference: Camelbeeck, T., Vanneste, K., Lecocq, T., 2019, Natural and man-induced destructive earthquakes in stable continental
regions. Bulletin of the Royal Academy for Overseas Sciences.

A European approach to Space Weather
Researchers at the Royal Observatory of Belgium contributed to a report written by international experts on
space weather. This report, released on October 10, 2019, explains the challenges of space weather and
provides a set of recommendations against radiation hazards in space.
Space weather refers to the environmental conditions in space as influenced by solar activity. To prevent
radiation hazards on satellites and spacecraft and to limit the health risks for astronauts, a thorough
knowledge of space weather is of high importance.
The report, spearheaded by European Space Science Committee (ESSC) of the European Science Foundation
is directed to the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Union (EU) and their respective member states.
It highlights the need of strong coordination between member states and European bodies and organisation.

Figure 7: Space weather effects. Image credit: European Space Agency / Science Office, CC BY-SA 3.0 IGO.

The ESSC experts have identified six activities that urgently require coordination at European level:


Enabling critical science to improve our scientific understanding of space weather. Support must be
provided for launching the next generation of space missions and for the maintenance and
augmentation of ground-based infrastructure.







Development and coupling of advanced models by applying a system-science approach that utilises
physics-based modelling.
Assessment of risks at national, regional and European levels. This requires close cooperation between
decision makers, space weather scientists, service providers, and end-users.
Consolidation of European User Requirement on a regular basis, considering regional and societal
differences and needs.
Supporting continuous iteration and feedback between space weather scientists and candidate
organisations for space weather services (transition from Research to Operations).
Definition and implementation of an operational network for future space weather observations,
leading to predictions that will allow us to protect the society’s infrastructure.

Given that many countries are developing increasingly sophisticated infrastructure, which at this point can still
be better prepared against space weather risks, this is a crucial step towards making our modern and
technology-reliant society sustainable and resilient.
The report: https://www.swsc-journal.org/articles/swsc/abs/2019/01/swsc190036/swsc190036.html (free
access, under a Creative Commons CC BY 4.0 licence)
Original press release of the European Science Foundation: http://www.esf.org/news-media/news-pressreleases/article/how-can-europe-explore-further-understand-more-and-prepare-better-for-adverse-spaceweather-effects/

Research at the Royal
Observatory of Belgium

Seismology
How could seismic activity knowledge reflect future
activity?
During the last 20 years, the Royal Observatory of Belgium studied past seismicity and large earthquakes
evidenced in the geological and geomorphological records in the region between the Lower Rhine Graben
(LRG) and southern North Sea. A synthesis of the main results of these investigations is published, including
an analysis discussing whether this past and present earthquake activity could reflect future seismic activity.
In that area, since the 14th century, there has been a moderate seismic activity with 14 earthquakes of
magnitude MW larger or equal to 5.0 (see Figure 8).

Figure 8: Seismic activity in the region from the Lower Rhine Graben (LRG) to the southern North Sea between 1350 and 2018
(Catalogue of the Royal Observatory of Belgium). The red contour shows the limit of the LRG. The magenta zones represent the
Sangatte fault and the Hockai Fault zone (northern Ardennes).

More generally, in Western Europe, north of the Pyrenees and the Alpine arc, such moderate and large
earthquakes are sparsely located (Figure 8). They occurred clustered in patches of activity separated from
regions where seismicity is absent. This could indicate that some regions would be more susceptible to
generate moderate to large earthquakes. However, recent studies of plate interior seismic activity suggest
that such apparent concentrations and gaps in seismicity likely reflect the short earthquake record compared
to the long and variable recurrence interval of large earthquakes.
Is this persistent or absent seismicity simply a consequence of the short duration of the observations, or is it
more permanent? This is an important question for seismic hazard assessment. This requires identifying and
collecting information on large earthquakes that occurred before the Middle Age, i.e., when there was no
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historical reports. For that purpose, we performed paleoseismological investigations during the last 20 years
and retrieved traces of past large earthquakes in the geomorphology and the recent geologic record.

Figure 9: Seismic activity in Western Europe. Epicenters of earthquakes with estimated M W≥5.0 as reported in the European
Mediterranean Earthquake Catalogue (EMEC) (Grünthal and Wahlström, 2012). WNB: West Netherlands Basin, LRG: Lower Rhine
Graben, EG: Eger Graben, HG: Hessian Graben, URG: Upper Rhine Graben, BG: Bresse Graben and LG: Limagne Graben. The rectangle
with dotted line shows the limits of Figure 8.

Outside the LRG, earthquake activity appears as typical of stable continental regions. Large and moderate
earthquakes occur on inherited fault zones presenting little activity for the last 2 millions of years at best.
Three of the largest historical earthquakes with MW ≥ 5.5 occurred outside the LRG, but the activity along the
fault zones suspected to be the source of two of these earthquakes, i.e. the 1580 Strait of Dover and 1692
northern Belgian Ardennes earthquakes, is very elusive, if it exists (Figure 8).
This leads to the suggestion that the large earthquakes to the west of the LRG between 1350 and 1700 would
give an overestimated perspective of the real long-term seismicity in this region. On average, there should be
less large events in the area and the actual activity is likely closer to that observed since the 18th century.
Hence, the seismicity outside the LRG is episodic and clustered on some faults during periods of a few
hundreds of years, interrupted by long periods of inactivity typically lasting for some tens to hundreds of
thousand years.
The LRG is the only area in the region between the LRG and the southern North Sea where the earthquake
activity is continuous in the recent geological periods and concentrates on the faults delimiting the Graben.
Those faults are the source of large surface rupturing earthquakes that have occurred for the last 130,000
years. The estimated magnitudes range from 6.3±0.3 to 7.0±0.3 while their average recurrence on individual
faults varies from ten thousand to a few ten thousand years. Hence, we can infer activity rates, estimate the
possible maximum magnitude values, and use this information for probabilistic seismic hazard assessment to
the long term.
Reference: Camelbeeck, T., Vanneste, K., Verbeeck, K., Garcia-Moreno, D., Van Noten, K. & Lecocq, T., 2020, How well does known
seismicity between the Lower Rhine Graben and southern North Sea reflect future earthquake activity? Proceedings of Historical
Earthquakes, Paleoseismology, Neotectonics and Seismic Hazard: New Insights and Suggested Procedures, 53-72, DOI:
10.23689/fidgeo-3866.
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Extracting Microseismic Ground Motion to Validate OceanClimate Models
Seismologists observed and recorded the Earth’s continuous ground motions long before the onset of digital
seismography, as early as 1855. For more than a century, analogue seismic data were recorded on smoked
paper, with ink, or on photographic paper. For ocean waves, visual observations from ships make up nearly all
the available data until 1946 with only a few instrumented records, which became more common in the 1980s
with the deployment of buoys.
Global measurements of major ocean storms using wave heights became ubiquitous as of 1993 with satellite
measurements, but coverage is usually not sufficient to record the peak of storms. Therefore, our general
knowledge of ocean wave climate heavily relies on numerical models based on wind parameters obtained
from atmospheric reanalyses.

Figure 10: 1953 Scanned analogue photographic seismic record (above) and analysis (below). Comparison of the observed and
modelled ground displacement amplitude. Two ocean generated ground-motion models with different anelastic attenuation models
are presented. The arrows indicate the five periods of significant microseismic activity seemingly higher than a background level that
could be estimated at 0:25 μm: 17–21 January, 26–30 January, 31 January–2 February, 4–5 February, and finally 8–12 February.

Before 1994, there were only a few measurements of wind speed and direction at sea level. Hence, their
estimates and climate trends are prone to artificial biases. Another source of quantitative data comes from
the microseisms recorded by seismometers. Microseisms, which are the continuous vibrations of the ground
induced among others by ocean waves, have been extensively studied since the early days of seismology
mostly because of their presence in all seismic records.
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In 2019, we concluded a pilot demonstration of the usefulness of analogue seismograms to improve the
database of ocean storms before the 1980s by providing additional data for the quantitative validation of
ocean wave modelling, in particular for extreme events. We presented a method for automatic digitisation of
paper seismograms to extract microseismic ground-motion periods and amplitudes. The digitised time series
is processed and compared with modelled microseisms levels computed using a numerical ocean wave model.
As a case study, we focussed on one month of data recorded at the Royal Observatory of Belgium from January
to February 1953, around the North Sea Flood event. This event was a tragic storm surge that flooded the
lowlands of England, the Netherlands, and Belgium on 1 February 1953, causing 2551 deaths. Before the flood
event, the reconstructed ground motions show clear storm signatures that we related to specific sources in
the North Atlantic Ocean. However, the models of the North Sea Flood event predict much smaller
microseismic amplitudes compared to the observational data when the storm reached its maximum in the
southern North Sea (see the grey zone at the beginning of the E2 period on Figure 10). The study of primary
microseism generation, specifically in the North Sea, remains an active field of investigations and should soon
provide new modelling theories to compare with our results.
This study illustrates the need to preserve our archives. In seismology, as well as in climatology, new
techniques allow interpreting old data to make important discoveries. Here, this study is a first successful
proof of concept for the purpose of present-day analyses of constructing twentieth-century ocean-climate
models.
Reference: Lecocq, T., Ardhuin, F., Collin, F., Camelbeeck, T., 2020. On the Extraction of Microseismic Ground Motion from Analog
Seismograms for the Validation of Ocean‐Climate Models. Seismological Research Letters, 91, 1518–1530.
https://doi.org/10.1785/0220190276.
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Gravimetry
The sensitivity of superconducting gravimeter is so large
that it can also serve as a pluviometer
In Belgium, gravity (g) is close to 9.81 m/s². This value is essentially due to the gravitational attraction of the
Earth. However, it is not constant. Tidal forces, induced by the relative movements of the Sun and the Moon,
cause small variations. Climate-related variations are also observed, such as the amount of water in the soil
varies over the seasons. During the winter, well-filled aquifers locally increase the Earth’s mass and surface
gravity.

Figure 11: Left: The superconducting gravimeter of Membach (Credit: E. Coveliers). Right: Detail drawing of the sensor with the
levitating sphere. (Credit: B. Frederick)

These variations, of the order of one billionth of g, are extremely small and measured by the superconducting
gravimeter of the Royal Observatory of Belgium. Geophysicists have long known that precipitation, by feeding
water reservoirs in the ground, influences gravity. Hence, we wondered whether the gravimeter might be used
to verify the measurements of the weather radar.

Figure 12: The weather radar of Wideumont.
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For the first time, scientists from the Royal Observatory of Belgium and the Royal Meteorological Institute
compared the data of a meteorological radar of Wideumont (Figure 12) with those of the superconducting
gravimeter of Membach (Figure 11).

Figure 13: Evolution of the gravity measured at Membach (top), the intensity of precipitation estimated by the radar (middle) and
the cumulative amount of precipitation (bottom) on 24 July 2017. The cumulative precipitation estimated from the gravimeter and
radar appears in blue and red respectively. Although their measurement principles are very different, the estimates obtained from
the two instruments are remarkably consistent.

Data from both instruments were analysed over the period 2003–2017 and more than 500 episodes of intense
precipitation were identified. The results show that the gravimeter has proven invaluable for estimating the
amount of precipitation accumulated over a large area. Like a gigantic rain gauge, it captures rain, hail or
snowfall within a 400 m radius. This instrument is, therefore, an interesting new source for in situ observations
to validate precipitation observations from remote sensing instruments such as radars and meteorological
satellites. Precipitation measurement is essential for monitoring and refining weather forecasts and for
studying the impact of climate change on the hydrological cycle.
This study got in 2018 the Jim Dooge Award of the European Geoscience Union (https://www.hydrology-andearth-system-sciences.net/about/jim_dooge_award.html) and its results were published in 2019 in the
journal Hydrology and Earth System Sciences of the European Geosciences Union.
Reference: Delobbe, L., Watlet, A., Wilfert, S., Van Camp, M., 2019, Exploring the use of underground gravity monitoring to evaluate
radar estimates of heavy rainfall. Hydrology and Earth System Sciences, 23, 93–105. 10.5194/hess-23-93-2019. https://www.hydrolearth-syst-sci.net/23/93/2019/hess-23-93-2019.html
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Global Navigation Satellite
Systems
Impact of GSM signals on GNSS high precision applications
Today, GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System, e.g. American GPS, Russian GLONASS, European Galileo,
Chinese Beidou) supports many applications going from positioning of public and private transportation
(navigation), network synchronisation, surveying and mapping, to specific public and scientific applications.
With classical mass-market receivers, the GNSS positioning accuracy is at the level of a few metres in real time
(the accuracy can be of a few centimetres with Real-Time-Kinematic, a differential technique relying on the
use of additional signals transmitted by a reference station). Positioning at a few millimetres is also possible
by using a high-precision antenna and receivers linked to atomic clocks.
This kind of high-precision GNSS stations provides the possibility of further geophysical applications and
research. For example, scientists of the GNSS research group of the Royal Observatory of Belgium use GNSS
signals to realise the space and time reference systems, to determine atmospheric variables, to determine
atmospheric parameters and to monitor solar radio bursts. All these applications rely on high-performing
permanent GNSS stations located in a quiet electromagnetic environment.

Figure 14: Antenna test setup.

With the increasing number of telecommunication antennas, there is a growing risk of interferences between
the GSM frequency bands (around 0.9 GHz and around 1.8 GHz) and the GNSS frequency bands (1.2 GHz to
1.6 GHz). Those interferences are susceptible to affect the quality of our permanent GNSS stations. GNSS
signals are indeed vulnerable as the signal is emitted from solar-powered satellites at roughly 22,000 km above
the Earth. The power received on the ground is therefore very weak, and several orders of magnitudes lower
than the power of the GSM signals.
In 2019, scientists of our GNSS research group realised a study of the possible interferences due to GSM signals
on GNSS high precision measurements. With the collaboration of a telecommunication operator, a relay
antenna was set up on a mast in the Space Pole site (Royal Meteorological Institute Building, see Figure 14)
with the emission cone oriented towards our GNSS antennas. Two different campaigns were realised, with
two different heights of the GSM antenna. In both cases, the emission intensity was set up to the maximal
exposure value of 6 V/m, in a narrowband of GSM frequencies close to the GNSS bands: 947.2 MHz and
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1825.6 MHz. The GSM signal intensity measured near the GNSS antennas ranged between 0.9 V/m and
1.7 V/m.

Time (UTC)

Figure 15: (left) Daily mean variations of the GNSS carrier-to-noise density ratio (from May to September 2019). The grey zones
correspond to the two campaigns of emission of telecommunication signals from the relay antenna. (right) Brutal power decrease of
the signal received (in red) compared to the normal values (in blue) for a given satellite. The vertical green line shows the epoch of
the activation of the campaign on 14/08/2018.

During these two campaigns, the scientists observed a reduction of the carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/N0)
of the GNSS signals due to a noise increase around the GNSS antennas. This C/N0 reduction was quantified for
each of our GNSS stations, equipped with different receivers and antenna types. An example of C/N0 variations
is shown in Figure 15 where the two GSM antenna emission campaigns are depicted in grey zones; a decrease
of about 1 dB-Hz is clearly visible during both campaigns. Such interference would therefore directly affect our
solar radio bursts monitoring based on GNSS C/N0 measurements, as it reaches their detection level. Besides
this C/N0 fade, no impact was observed on our applications based on the pseudo-range and carrier phase
measurements such as positioning, atmosphere sounding and remote clock comparisons. However, the 1 dB
drop due to the change in the electromagnetic environment reaches the internationally established threshold
for harmful interferences, known as the Interference Criterion Protection (IPC), and could jeopardise the
receiver measurements.
This study therefore stressed the need to avoid any new telecommunication antenna in the neighbourhood
of our GNSS permanent stations. Avoiding this allows to maintain the quality of the measurements, as needed
for high-precision applications, and in particular, for the detection of solar radio bursts.
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GNSS interferometric reflectometry to measure snow
melting in Antarctica
The melting of Antarctic glaciers has a large impact on global sea level rise. In 2018, Shepherd et al.1 estimated
that, between 2012 and 2017, Antarctica lost on average 220 Gt of ice per year, five times more than what
was observed between 1992 and 2002. To give an example, the ice lost between 2012 and 2017 corresponds
to a roughly 30-meter thick ice layer of the size of Belgium.
These estimations heavily rely on the knowledge of a quantity called ice mass balance, considered as the
‘health status’ of the glacier system. The ice mass balance represents the balance between how much mass
the system has received (the input flux) and how much it has lost (the output flux). The input flux, also known
as ‘surface mass balance’, consists of all the processes affecting the addition or removal of snow on top of the
ice sheet. Scientists monitor these processes with various techniques. However, due to the harsh
environmental conditions in Antarctica and the elevated operational costs, in situ data remain scarce. Snowfall
for example, is the primary ice sheet mass input and is mainly derived from satellite-borne altimetry, ice core
studies or regional climate models.

Figure 16: Scheme of the signals used for GNSS Interferometric Reflectometry (GNSS-IR). The picture shows the ROB1 station
installed by ROB in East Antarctica in 2012.

Since 1995, GNSS antennas have been deployed in Antarctica to monitor ice flow, crustal deformation and
seismic activities, resulting nowadays in a network of hundreds of stations. Some of these are located in the
open field and not on the rocks, thus enabling GNSS Interferometric Reflectometry (GNSS-IR) studies to

1

Shepherd, A., Ivins, E., Rignot, E. et al. Mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet from 1992 to 2017. Nature 558, 219–222 (2018).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0179-y
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retrieve local information on snow accumulation or ablation, contributing to more reliable surface mass
balance assessments.
GNSS-IR uses signal-to-noise ratio measurements to sense the antenna near-field environment. The
interferences between the direct signals and the signals reflected on the snow depend on the antenna height
above the ground, and hence on the snow elevation (see Figure 16).
We applied our GNSS-IR analysis on the measurements from different regions of Antarctica. As an example,
Figure 17 shows the results obtained for the ROB1 antenna, deployed in the snow by the Royal Observatory
of Belgium on the Derwael Ice Rise, in the coastal Dronning Maud land, East Antarctica, and LPRD station,
located on the Leppard Glacier in the Antarctic Peninsula. ROB1 provided continuous data from late 2012 to
early 2016. Our results highlight an annual variation of snow accumulation in April-May (~30–50 cm) and
ablation during spring/summer period. It is not possible, however, to establish a trend suggesting ice/snow
meltdown.

Figure 17: Comparison between snow height variations at ROB1 (East Antarctica) and LPRD (Antarctic Peninsula).

Due to its position on an Ice Rise, the ROB1 station is a very peculiar one: it does not undergo any horizontal
motion throughout the years. This is not the case for most of the other antennas in the network, located on
the flowing glacier slopes. For these stations (e.g. LPDR, our second case study), the glacier slope must
therefore be subtracted from the results. In order to do this, we used the Reference Elevation Model of
Antarctica REMA2, a high-resolution topographical model of Antarctica. The final snow surface elevation at the
LPRD location is also reported in Figure 17: from 2010 to 2012, we observe a global decrease of the snow level
of about three metres, followed by a more stable period.
This study highlighted GNSS antennas potential in helping the Antarctic Surface Mass Balance assessment with
local measurements over long periods.

2

Howat, I. M., Porter, C., Smith, B. E., Noh, M.-J., and Morin, P.: The Reference Elevation Model of Antarctica, The Cryosphere, 13, 665–674,
https://doi.org/10.5194/tc-13-665-2019, 2019.
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Planetary Science
Mercury’s crustal thickness controlled by mantle melt
production
Mercury’s crust has a complex structure resulting from a billion years of volcanism. Major magmatic activity
terminated about 3.5 Ga ago. That means that the lava records the early stages of the thermal and
compositional evolution of the planet and can be used to constrain melting conditions of the mantle. Contrary
to Earth, plate tectonics do not recycle and deform surface materials. On Mercury, layer upon layer of effusive
and intrusive volcanism have transformed the primary crust into a complex secondary crust showing large
regional variations in its properties.
Between 2011 and 2015, the spacecraft MESSENGER identified surface variations in the abundance of
chemical elements, from which was inferred the existence of at least six different geochemical terranes in the
northern hemisphere. The two largest terranes are the magnesium-poor northern volcanic plains and a
magnesium-rich region in the western hemisphere making up about 7% and 11% of the surface, respectively.
While the former is a huge area of flood basalts, the later terrane is of unknown origin and was initially thought
to be due to a giant impact. Elucidating the origin of the various terranes cannot be done without
reconstructing at least in part the history of crustal formation processes. This requires an interdisciplinary
approach merging geological analysis with geodesy.

Figure 18: (a) Degree of partial melting of Mercury’s mantle obtained from surface compositional data. Colour lines delimit
geochemical terranes (magnesium-rich terrane in red, northern volcanic plains in yellow and orange, the Caloris impact basin in
pink). (b) Crustal thickness of Mercury if laterally variable density.

Such a study was undertaken by researchers in geodesy of the Royal Observatory of Belgium, and researchers
in geology of the University of Liège and the KU Leuven. In the geological part of the study, the surface
chemical data was converted into a distribution of surface minerals. From this distribution, variations of the
surface density and the degree of the partial melting of the mantle (or mantle productivity) could be deduced.
Although Mercury’s crust cannot be divided into continental lighter crust and oceanic denser crust, the
minerals present in the magnesium-rich terrane result in a much denser crust whereas the northern flood
basalt is of relatively lower density. In parallel, mantle productivity is much higher in the magnesium-rich
terrane (Figure 18a).
In the geodesy part of the study, global models of crustal thickness were computed by inverting Mercury’s
latest gravity field and topography data and by using as input the variable density of surface minerals deduced
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from the geological analysis (Figure 18b). In the northern hemisphere, where the resolution of geochemical
and geophysical data is the highest, mantle melt production and crustal thickness are well correlated: the
higher the degree of melting, the thicker the crust (Figure 19). This correlation is robust for a wide class of
crustal models, and holds as long as the lateral variations of crustal density at depth reflect those at the
surface. Including crustal density variations completely changes the predictions for the crustal thickness of the
magnesium-rich terrane, which becomes an area where the crust is thickest instead of being thinnest. Hence,
this region cannot be an outcrop of the mantle but formed as a result of the highest degree of partial melting
in Mercury’s mantle. This melting led to the intrusion and eruption of magnesium-rich lava and the formation
of a thick crust.

Figure 19: (Left) Crustal thickness as a function of mantle productivity for Mercury’s north hemisphere. The middle curve shows the
moving average of the scatter plot while the top and bottom curves delimit the 95% confidence level. The straight line represents
the least-squares fit. (Right) Partial melting of the mantle and production of the secondary crust on Mercury. Deep and extensive
melting of the mantle in some regions produced a thick crust while shallow and low-degree melting produced a thinner crust
(copyright Mark Garlick).

Briefly, a simple scenario of heterogeneous mantle melting followed by melt extraction and secondary crust
production explains at least 50% of the crustal thickness variability. High degrees of mantle melting produced
a large volume of magnesium-rich lava that accumulated to produce a thick crust. Conversely, magnesiumpoor lava was produced by a lower degree of partial mantle melting and formed a thinner crust (Figure 19).
While this mechanism can be considered as dominant, other processes such as impacts, tectonics, and hidden
heterogeneity of the crust and mantle also contribute to crustal formation and perturb the correlation
between crustal thickness and mantle productivity.
A link between crustal thickness and mantle melt production had previously been identified on Earth. For
example, one commonly explains the large difference between the lower average thickness of the oceanic
crust and the thicker oceanic plateaus by mantle plumes being hotter than the surrounding mantle. Those
hotter mantle plumes lead to a higher rate of mantle melting responsible for the chemical and physical
characteristics of oceanic plateaus. On Mars, a link has been established between the density of erupted basalt
forming the crust and the temperature conditions of partial melting in the mantle. In conclusion, the
correlation we observe at the planetary scale on Mercury between mantle melt production and the thickness
of the crust might be a general feature of secondary magmatic crusts of terrestrial planets.
Reference: This research was published in Geophysical Research Letters (M. Beuthe, B. Charlier, O. Namur, A. Rivoldini, and T. Van
Hoolst, Geophys. Res. Lett. (2020), 47, e2020GL087261).
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Mars surface-atmosphere interactions: Methane
Surface atmosphere interactions remain among the yet to be understood processes on Mars. Take for example
methane (CH4): different studies claimed its presence or non-presence in the atmosphere of the planet over
the last two decades. Such studies raised numerous, still unanswered questions about methane generation
and destruction mechanisms. The ESA Mars Express orbiter observed methane in 2003. In the same period,
ground-based observations detected large methane plumes over the Martian region called Syrtis Major (see
Gloesener, 2019 and Temel et al., 2019 for a review of observations).

Figure 20: NASA’s MSL rover (left). Schematic of ESA’s TGO and observations (middle). Upper limits for CH4 obtained by TGO and
compared to seasonally variable background methane as measured by MSL (Korablev et al., 2019) (right).

One of the key goals of the ESA Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) Mission on the red planet, to which the Royal
Observatory of Belgium contributes, is to gain a better understanding of methane and other atmospheric
gases. Those gases are present in small concentrations (less than 1% of the atmosphere) but could be evidence
for possible biological or geological activity. Preliminary observations of TGO (Korablev et al., 2019; Vandaele
et al., 2019) showed no detection of methane in the atmosphere while the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) in
the Gale crater continued to detect methane emissions (see Figure 20). Reconciliation between the TGO
findings and the background methane concentrations found in the Gale crater would require an unknown
process that can rapidly remove or sequester methane from the lower atmosphere before it spreads globally.

Figure 21: Depth (m) of the top of the clathrate stability zone in present-day Martian subsurface for CH4-rich clathrates formed from
a gas phase with 90% of methane. Local detections of methane are reported in black: a black star represents Gale Crater, while the
Syrtis Major area is included in the black rectangle (left). Schematic of methane migration and storage in the Martian crust and
subsequent release into the atmosphere (right) – (Gloesener, 2019).

In order to interpret the in situ and remote methane observations, a study including both subsurface methane
transport and atmospheric transport was developed and applied to local and global observations (see Temel
et al., 2019 and Pla-García et al., 2019). After its generation at depth, Martian methane can migrate upwards
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and be either directly released at the surface or trapped in subsurface reservoirs, such as clathrates. There, it
could accumulate over a long time before being episodically liberated during destabilising events. The CH4
source depths in our subsurface model are determined by the stability zone of clathrate hydrates (see Figure
21). On present-day Mars, the stability conditions of CH4-rich clathrates are met at a depth of a few metres in
high-latitude regions and at a few tens of metres deep at the equator (Gloesener et al., under review).

Figure 22: Time-variable CH4 emission fluxes over the Syrtis Major area determined for various emission duration (green: 15 sols –
red: 30 sols – blue: 45 sols – black: 60 sols; 1 sol = 1 Martian day) and considered as inputs in the general circulation model (left).
Latitudinal methane concentrations simulated for the different emission scenario during ground-based observations of Mumma et
al. (2009) (M09) and for a source location at (0 °N, 50 °E) (right). The instantaneous release scenario (Mischna et al., 2011) is shown
for comparison (Temel et al., 2019).

The large methane plumes observed in Syrtis Major area in 2003 were simulated using a general circulation
model, with time-variable CH4 emission fluxes as inputs (Temel et al., 2019). The calculations of these fluxes
are based on the destabilisation of shallow subsurface reservoirs and subsequent methane diffusion through
the soil. The atmospheric transport and mixing of released methane have been tested for different emission
duration and source locations. An emission scenario of 45 Martian days initiated from (50 °E, 10 °S) and during
which a total amount of about 90,000 metric tons of methane is released provided the best agreement with
the reported observations and with a better degree of accuracy than previously published studies (see Figure
22). Such a scenario corresponds to a subsurface source located at a depth of ~27 m.
The in situ detection of methane at Gale crater by the Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity rover has garnered
significant attention because of the potential implications for habitability. Major unresolved questions
regarding this detection include: (1) Where is the methane released? (2) How large is the release region? (3)
For how long is methane released? To address the release location of methane, its spatial extent, and the
magnitude and duration of the release, atmospheric circulation simulations were performed using tracers to
study transport and mixing of methane at Gale crater (Pla-García et al., 2019). The aim of this work was to test
whether methane releases inside or outside Gale crater are consistent with MSL observations. The results
show that diffusive release of methane inside Gale crater is consistent with the low background levels
observed by MSL – mean value of 0.41 parts per billion by volume (ppbv) – but cannot be responsible for CH4
spikes (~7 ppbv) (see Figure 23). To explain these high and sporadic CH4 levels, other gas transport processes
such as advection should be investigated.
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Figure 23: The topography of the Gale crater is shown as colour-coded elevation (km) from the Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA).
White cross is the MSL Curiosity rover location. The upper figure shows the north‐south cross‐section view of the crater (altitude in
m) (left). Simulated methane abundances over time (1 sol = 1 Martian day) at MSL location for a steady state release inside Gale
crater (right). Blue and red correspond to a methane release during the northern summer and winter solstices respectively (PlaGarcía et al., 2019).
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Solar Physics
PROBA2: 10 Years of Observations
On November 2, 2019, the PROBA2 ESA micro-satellite celebrated 10 years of operations. PROBA2 is the
second of the European Space Agency’s (ESA) fleet of PROBA satellites. It hosts 17 new technological
developments including two main solar instruments (SWAP and LYRA) designed for studying all events on the
Sun that might have implications on the solar-terrestrial connection.
SWAP provides images of the solar corona filtered at a wavelength around 17.4 nm, a bandpass that
corresponds to a temperature of roughly 1 million degrees. This allows us to see the hot solar atmosphere
while filtering out the relatively cooler solar surface. SWAP observes an exceptionally wide field-of-view (FOV),
allowing it to see more structures around the edge of the Sun. A good example is reported in a paper published
by O’Hara et al. ‘Exceptional Extended Field-of-view Observations by PROBA2/SWAP on 2017 April 1 and 3.’
Observing the structured nature of the extended solar atmosphere is one of SWAP’s most important tasks.
Figure 24 shows SWAP images from each year of the mission. The Sun undergoes an 11-year activity cycle,
where solar activity, such as the magnitude and number of flares and coronal mass ejections, fluctuates. The
images in Figure 24 reflect this variability through the changing number of coronal holes (the dark regions)
and of active regions (the bright structures), which are often the source of the more dramatic solar activity.

Figure 24: Ten years of SWAP observations, from 2010 to 2014 on the top row and from 2015 to 2019 on the bottom row, showing
the changing face of the solar atmosphere.

LYRA is a solar UV-EUV radiometer, monitoring the Sun through four channels relevant to Solar Physics, Space
Weather and Aeronomy, and hosts one of the first Lyman-Alpha irradiance monitors. Unlike the SWAP imager,
LYRA observes the Sun as a star, that is, as a single data point. The extremely high-cadence (up to 100
measurements per second) of LYRA is required for the detailed study of transient solar events such as solar
flares. In particular, LYRA was able to characterise the strongest flare of the current solar cycle, on the 6th of
September 2017, and make rare observations in its Lyman-Alpha and Herzberg channels (Figure 25). LYRA
detected small-amplitude oscillations called quasi-periodic pulsations in its rising phase. Such oscillations can
only be made with high cadence observations, like those of LYRA. These observations are shedding new light
on the flaring mechanism itself.
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Figure 25: LYRA light curves of the 6 September 2017 X9.3 flare.

Space Weather. SWAP and LYRA were originally designed for studying the Sun and energetic events, such as
solar flares, coronal holes and CMEs, that might have implications on the solar-terrestrial connection.
Naturally, the observations have become an integral part of several solar-monitoring space weather
forecasting centres, including the Regional Warning Center at the Royal Observatory of Belgium.
Figure 24 above highlighted long-term changes in the Sun. Active regions (the bright structures) and coronal
holes (the dark regions) can be seen varying over time, both of which can have implications for space weather
on Earth. SWAP and LYRA are also monitoring more transient, energetic and eruptive phenomena such as
flares and CMEs, Figure 26 below shows SWAPs ability to track eruptions into the extended solar atmosphere.
Two papers, published last year, highlight PROBA2’s ability to track space weather events: ‘Multipoint Study
of Successive Coronal Mass Ejections Driving Moderate Disturbances at 1 AU’ by Palmerio et al. and ‘Large
non-radial propagation of a coronal mass ejection on January 2011 24.’ by Cécere et al.

Figure 26: A flare (top left panel) and eruption observed by SWAP on April 1, 2017. The eruption was traced to over 1-Solar Radii,
highlighted by the dashed line.

Vital Statistics from launch to the 10-year anniversary. PROBA2 was launched under the ESA Technology,
Engineering and Quality Directorate (D/TEC). After launch, the ESA Science Directorate (D/SCI) supported the
scientific exploitation of the PROBA2 science instruments and the Belgian PI-teams were supported
by PRODEX. At the time of the 10-year anniversary, PROBA2 had:







Been in orbit for 3653 days.
Orbited the Earth ~53,000 times.
Produced ~30,000 LYRA data files.
Produced ~2,090,000 SWAP images.
Passed our ground stations in Redu, Belgium and Svalbard, Norway (Arctic) 32,453 times.
Helped produce over 100 peer-reviewed papers, the full list can be seen here.
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Run 8 guest investigator programs from 2010 to 2018, and welcomed 64 teams, 81 team members
from 16 countries.

What next for the PROBA2 mission? As discussed above, the Sun undergoes an 11-year activity cycle, and
next year will mark the 11th anniversary of the PROBA2 mission and therefore the monitoring of the Sun for
a full solar cycle. This landmark period will allow PROBA2 to probe the Sun’s evolution over the long term,
comparing two solar minimum periods. The instruments themselves are proving robust in the harsh radiation
environment. The detectors, which had never been used in space before, still produce a clean signal, with very
low levels of noise. SWAP has seen less than 10% degradation in the number of active pixels, a remarkable
number after 10 years of operations.
To celebrate 10 years of observations, the PROBA2 team are putting together a 10-year anniversary topical
collection of articles. Those articles are a follow-up of the successful 2013 Topical Issue that highlighted the
scientific and operational achievements after the first two years of the mission. The 10-year anniversary
edition will report on the health and status of the mission and various studies ranging from the middle corona
to solar flares.
With a 2-day PROBA2 Symposium, organised at the ground station in Redu, we celebrated the achievements
after nine years of smooth operations by summarising the findings, reflecting on the experiences,
brainstorming on the lessons-learned, and looking into the challenges for the future. PROBA2 is ready for the
next 10 years!
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Long-term evolution of the solar corona in PROBA2 data
We studied the evolution of the solar corona observed throughout solar cycle 24 (from 2010 to 2019), by using
PROBA2/SWAP images, PROBA2/LYRA irradiance time series, and the latest version of the International
Sunspot Number dataset.
The SWAP EUV imager is monitoring both the changes on the solar disk and the changes in the large-scale offlimb features, which can be seen to vary throughout the solar cycle. These large-scale structures trace out
magnetic field lines, which are seen due to hot plasma trapped on them. In a standard SWAP image, the signalto-noise in these regions is too small to distinguish individual structures. However, D. B. Seaton developed an
image processing method, which employs image stacking and median filtering techniques to improve the
signal-to-noise and enhance the signatures of structures in these regions. One can easily see the evolution of
large-scale structures in solar corona throughout SC24 by examining different Carrington rotation (CR) stacked
images throughout the PROBA2 mission.
A CR is a period of time chosen to represent one rotation of the Sun, allowing the comparison of features such
as sunspot groups or active regions. A period of 27.275 days was chosen to represent a single rotation that
greatly resembles the recurrence time of features near the equator.
Figure 27 compares three stacked images of the Sun taken at different times during the solar cycle. The left
image of Figure 27 shows the Sun on 30-Jan-2010 at the beginning of PROBA2 observations, which corresponds
to the period when solar activity was increasing. The central image shows the Sun on 15-Oct-2014, at one of
the peaks in the solar cycle when the Sun exhibited most of its activity. Finally, the right panel of Figure 27
shows the Sun on 2-Jun-2019, taken during the minimum phase of the solar cycle.
The changes in the large-scale off-limb structure can clearly be seen between the different phases of the solar
cycle, when the overlying structures become more complicated at solar maximum. They were visible from
around March 2011 to around March 2016, meaning they were absent at the minimum phase of the solar
cycle. A fan-like structure in the northern hemisphere was seen to persist for more than 11 CRs (February 2014
to March 2015) and was observed out to 1.6 solar radii. These complicated field structures are generated by
the evolving magnetic field and can drive solar activity and space weather.

Figure 27: SWAP stacked images showing the solar corona at three moments of time between January 2010 and June 2019.

From the synoptic maps (see Figure 28), one can see the evolution of the active regions over a full CR as well
as the evolution of coronal holes.
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A SWAP synoptic map (or a latitude-time map) is constructed by extracting 3 degree-wide vertical stripes from
individual stacked images. Each stripe is averaged into a single vertical line to remove artefacts. Those artefacts
might be created by events such as cosmic rays and Solar Energetic Particles striking the detector, or from
radiation from the Earth’s radiation belts and the South Atlantic Anomaly. A Carrington Rotation’s worth of
images are then put together side by side to create an image such as that seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28: SWAP Synoptic Map of the Sun from 11-Nov-2014 to 8-Dec-2014. The image is constructed from the central meridian of
the CR 2157 stacked images.

By inspecting all the synoptic maps, one can see that more active regions started to appear (starting in the
northern hemisphere) in February 2011. They became less frequent from December 2016, reaching a very low
number from September 2017, indicating the transition from solar minimum to maximum and back.
The coronal holes at the north pole were present from February 2010 to October 2011, with some short
intermittent periods. No Coronal Holes were observed between November 2011 and June 2015, with some
short intermittent periods also. They started to develop again in July 2015 and remained visible until June
2019 (end of our dataset). At the south pole, the Coronal Holes were present from February 2010 to May 2012,
with some intermittent periods. No Coronal Holes were observed between June 2012 and May 2014. They
started to develop again in June 2014 and remained visible until June 2019. The start of the development of
the (polar) coronal holes were associated with peaks that we observed at both poles in SWAP data.
When observing the Sun for a long period of time, one can see that features on its surface, and in its outer
atmosphere do not rotate at the same rate. This is because the Sun is not a solid body, but a big ball of
magnetised plasma, whose rotation is variable with position and height in the solar atmosphere. We found
that the average rotation speed, for bright regions between latitudes of -40 and +40 degrees was
approximately 14 degrees/day. The average rotation rate of bright features at latitudes of +15, 0, and −15
degrees was around 15 degrees/day throughout the period studied.
We also observed that the three datasets used in this study (SWAP on-disk average brightness; LYRA signals
and International Sunspot Number) had a high degree of correlation (around 0.9), all following the evolution.
This work was published in Solar Physics in the frame of PROBA2 special issue ‘10 Years of solar Observations’.
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Astronomy and Astrophysics
First Results with the NASA Space Mission TESS
NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite or TESS is an all-sky survey mission whose aim is to discover
exoplanets around nearby bright stars. TESS was launched on April 18, 2018, aboard a SpaceX Falcon-9 rocket.
The satellite searches for exoplanets by looking for small periodic dips in the star light curves. This requires
that the exoplanets cross in front of stars as viewed by the spacecraft, thus blocking a fraction of the light from
their host stars. This method is called the ‘transit method’ (Figure 29). The transit method allows a very precise
measure of a planet’s orbital period. The depth of the folded transit light curve can reveal the planet’s size
compared to the star’s size, and the width can reveal the duration of the transit.
TESS surveys over 200,000 of the brightest dwarf stars near the Sun with four wide-field optical CCD cameras
to search for transiting exoplanets. The stars observed are typically 30 to 100 times brighter than those
observed by the Kepler mission, which enables follow-up observations with both ground-based and spacebased telescopes. Photometry of these pre-selected targets is recorded every 2 minutes. TESS also obtains
full-frame images of the entire field-of-view (24° × 96°) at a cadence of 30 minutes to allow for additional
science. Based on the first four sectors of TESS data (released in 2019), about 370 TESS objects of interest
have been identified. In its first year, TESS discovered 21 planets outside the solar system.

Figure 29: The transit method of detecting exoplanets involves monitoring the brightness of stars to identify periodic drops caused
by planets crossing in front and blocking a fraction of their light as viewed by the spacecraft. Image credit: NASA.

Additional science goals with TESS also consist of in-depth studies of the stars which were monitored in
exquisite detail during a period of 27 successive days. In particular, the astronomers can collect novel
information about the internal structure and the properties of variable and/or pulsating stars. A pulsating star
is a star whose internal layers undergo periodic oscillations due to an intrinsic (pulsation) mechanism. Two
members of the Astronomy & Astrophysics Department are members of the TASC (TESS Asteroseismic Science
Operations Center) Workgroup 4. The TASC groups all astronomers that study asteroseismolgy (study of the
internal vibration of the stars) of A/F-type stars on and near the main sequence observed by TESS.
The pulsating stars of main-sequence A/F-type (hereafter named δ Scuti or γ Doradus stars) are in a state of
transition of their envelopes where the outgoing energy experiences the change from radiative (for hotter
envelopes) to convective transport (for cooler envelopes). Such stars may pulsate in two distinct regimes of
frequencies caused by two mechanisms: that of the acoustic modes and that of the gravity modes. Some stars,
called hybrid stars, pulsate in both regimes simultaneously. Knowledge of their fundamental stellar
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parameters along with that of their pulsation characteristics – which allow probing the stellar interiors – helps
refine the physics of the stellar models.

Figure 30: Location of the intermediate-mass A- and F-type stars observed by TESS in Sectors 1 and 2 in the HR diagram. Constant
stars are shown as black triangles, δ Sct stars as blue squares, γ Dor stars as violet circles, hybrids or suspected hybrids as yellow
diamonds, and high-amplitude δ Sct stars as red triangles. Stars marked with a black circle are known binary stars. The blue and red
edges of the δ Sct instability domain are shown as black lines (following Pamyatnykh, 2000, and Dupret et al., 2005, respectively).

The first results on the A- and F-type δ Scuti and γ Doradus stars (concerning 141 objects) observed by TESS in
the Sectors 1 and 2 were presented by Antoci et al. (2009). We used the 2-minute cadence TESS data of 117
stars to classify their behaviour in variability and place them in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram using the Gaia
Data Release 2 parallaxes (Figure 30). Included are also the first members of two classes of classical pulsators,
namely Doradus and SX Phoenicis, the latter being a candidate blue straggler.
The TESS data for our sample of 117 intermediate-mass pulsating stars allow the first large-scale confrontation
ever between theoretical models of pulsation driving in the classical instability strip and systematic highquality observations. We showed that mixing processes in the outer envelope play an important role, and
derived an empirical estimate of 74% for the amplitude suppression factor as a consequence of the TESS
passband relative to the Kepler one. Our sample also contains many high-frequency pulsators, which were
lacking in the Kepler data set. The additional data allows us to probe the variability of hot young  Scuti stars
as well as to identify promising targets for future in-depth asteroseismic modelling studies.
Reference: “The first view of δ Scuti and γ Doradus stars with the TESS mission”, Antoci, Cunha, Bowman and 63 co-authors 2019,
MNRAS 490, 4040 (https://publi2-as.oma.be/record/4536)
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STARLAB
STARLAB – Evolved stars and their shells: Laboratories for stellar physics is a Belspo supported network in the
context of BRAIN-be (Belgian Research Action through Interdisciplinary Networks) that operated between 15
December 2014 and 30 September 2019. The network consisted of three partners: the Institut d’Astronomie
et d’Astrophysique of the ULB (PI: Prof. Dr. Alain Jorissen), the Instituut voor Sterrenkunde of the KU Leuven
(Co-PI: Prof. Dr. Christoffel Waelkens) and the Operational Direction of Astronomy and Astrophysics of the
Royal Observatory of Belgium (Co-PI: Dr. Martin Groenewegen). In each institute, several other senior and
junior staff were involved; at the Royal Observatory of Belgium these were Dr. Griet Van de Steene, M.Sc.
Dries Nicolaes and Dr. Joachim Wiegert.
The research in STARLAB focused on stars with mass between 0.8 to 8 times the solar mass (denoted low- and
intermediate-mass stars) that dominate the stellar population in our Galaxy. During their ascent of the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase, low- and intermediate-mass stars are the source of a rich
nucleosynthesis, forging mainly carbon and elements heavier than iron through the so-called s-process.
Because mixing processes bring these elements to their surface, the envelope composition of AGB stars is
altered, and some of these stars will turn into carbon stars. As stellar winds disperse the AGB envelope,
molecules and dust grains form in a circumstellar envelope surrounding the star. As it expands, the shell
eventually merges with the interstellar medium where it releases the products of the stellar nucleosynthesis,
thus contributing to the chemical evolution of the galaxy.
Although the star global evolution is well known, major uncertainties still affect our understanding of key
physical and chemical processes. For instance, major shortcomings remain in the description of convection
and internal mixing, mass loss, dust formation and gas-phase reactions in thick circumstellar shells, and for
binary systems, in the description of mass and angular momentum transfer between the stellar components.
The goal of this project was to boost our understanding of (some of) the physical and chemical processes at
work in low- and intermediate-mass stars. The work was divided into three work packages:





WP1: ‘Diagnostics of nucleosynthesis and mixing in stars’. The results on this topic culminated in the
PhD thesis by Shreeya Shetye, a join thesis between ULB and KU Leuven.
WP2: ‘Uncovering the link between the various classes of binaries involving evolved low- and
intermediate-mass stars.’ The results on this topic culminated in the PhD thesis ‘Barium stars as tracers
of binary evolution in the Gaia era’ by Ana Escorza, a joint thesis between KU Leuven and ULB.
WP 3: ‘Circumstellar matter on different spatial scales: signatures of mass-loss processes and of binary
interaction’. This research involved KU Leuven (Prof. Dr. Leen Decin) and the Royal Observatory of
Belgium.

A major paper was published by Nicolaes et al. They analysed PACS (55 μm – 190 μm) and SPIRE (200 μm– 680
μm) high-resolution spectra for 27 M stars (23 oxygen-rich AGB stars including a few OH/IR stars, and 3 red
supergiant stars), 3 S-type stars, and 10 carbon-rich stars. In fact, they analysed all AGB stars observed with
ESA’s Herschel satellite mission in broadband spectral mode. They presented a library containing the reduced
spectra (see the example in Figure 31 on the left), the lines that are measured in the spectra with wavelengths,
intensity, potential identification, and the continuum spectra, i.e. the full spectra with all identified lines
removed (the right panel in Figure 31). Some simple analysis was presented, but the main aim was to release
this rich dataset to the public.
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Figure 31: Left: Different parts of the PACS (55 μm – 190 μm) and SPIRE (200 μm– 680 μm) high-resolution spectra for for 27 M stars
(23 oxygen-rich AGB stars including a few OH/IR stars, and 3 red supergiant stars), 3 S-type stars, and 10 carbon-rich stars merged
together. Right: continuous spectra with all identified lines removed.

A second paper was published by Wiegert et al. It is a theoretical investigation, addressing the following
questions:
1. Is it possible to identify features in spectral energy distributions that are caused by specific dust-cloud
morphologies?
2. Are these signatures unique to specific morphologies?
We also investigated the possibility of the opposite case where different morphologies with different dust
masses possibly give rise to the same spectral energy distribution. With this, we evaluated by how much dust
shell masses may be misestimated when adopting an incorrect dust morphology. It was decided to use EP
Aquarii as a benchmark star for this study, because this star likely belongs to a binary system, as revealed by
the spiral structure characterising its circumstellar dust shell. The impact of the circumstellar geometry on the
spectral energy distribution was evaluated. In particular, scientists evaluated whether dusty spirals (associated
with binary systems) leave a specific signature in the spectral energy distribution that would permit to
distinguish them from spherical circumstellar. The parameter space has been explored using the RADMC-3D
code, by evaluating the impact on the mass loss rate on the geometry (spiral vs spherical with the same dust
mass) and on the inclination of the spiral plane with respect to the plane of the sky.
The most important results are presented in Figure 32 revealing that the spectral energy distribution alone
cannot be used to discriminate between different circumstellar geometries. It was concluded that the
knowledge of the circumstellar geometry is necessary to obtain accurate circumstellar dust masses and
consequently, accurate mass-loss rates.
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Figure 32: All face-on, 5 to 5000 au simulated SEDs, and the stellar SEC MARCS model (in black). The dust masses are 10-4 (blue), 105 (green), 10-6 (red), 10-7 (cyan), and 10-8 of the magnitude of the Sun (magenta). Top row shows SEDs from CSE with 100% sphere,
spiral and disc respectively while the second row shows combined sphere-spiral model SEDs.
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POEMS: Physics Of Extreme Massive Stars
EC Horizon 2020 Project
POEMS is a project top-ranked by the European Commission for receiving
funding from the European Union (2019–2022; MC-RISE Horizon 2020). It aims
at studying massive stars in extreme phases of their evolution. The knowledge
achieved within this project will help understanding the fate of massive stars
such as energetic supernova explosions and black hole formation.
In the frame of POEMS, scientists of five European countries, including Alex
Lobel of the Royal Observatory of Belgium, established a multidisciplinary international network between
researchers from Europe and from four countries in South America and Asia. This network will foster research
collaboration on different aspects of the project, by supporting exchange visits of scientific staff and by
educating young researchers and students in the field.

Science Goals
Massive stars are extreme engines, enriching their environments with chemically processed material
throughout their entire lifetime, and triggering star and planet formation. Despite their importance for the
cosmic evolution, their evolutionary path up to their deaths such as spectacular supernova explosions is not
well known. Scientists lack precise knowledge of the physical mechanisms behind stellar winds and mass
eruptions. The goal of POEMS is to elucidate these processes generating mass loss in massive stars during
extreme phases of their evolution. It is developing cutting-edge numerical codes suitable to describe largescale environments and the star and stellar wind chemical and dynamic evolution. Confronting predictions
from the numerical models with observations will allow the collaboration project to derive the first extensive
and comprehensive set of physical parameters.

Figure 33: Location of various types of evolved massive stars in the H-R diagram (black drawn solid lines show evolutionary tracks).
Yellow symbols mark Yellow Hypergiants (YHG). Credit: EC Horizon 2020 POEMS project.

The evolutionary path of massive stars consists in various extreme transition phases in which these stars shed
huge amounts of material into their environments, typically via episodic, sometimes even eruptive events.
These objects are luminous super- or hypergiants populating the upper part of the Hertzsprung-Russell (H-R)
diagram, and ranging from spectral type O to F or later (see Figure 33). Sophisticated stellar (evolutionary)
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models critically depend on the input physics. Any uncertainty of the input parameters consequently results
in large inaccuracies on the output of numerical simulations. The mass loss rate is one of the most crucial
parameters for massive star evolution. Hence, understanding the mechanisms behind these ejection phases
and exploring the mass lost during the eruptive events is essential for establishing reliable laws for the mass
loss throughout the entire stellar evolution.

POEMS at the Royal Observatory of Belgium
Winds
Massive stars drive energetic winds. These can at first be smooth. At larger distances from the stellar surface,
the wind material can form clumps of different sizes and density. The clumps cause variability in observed
stellar spectra. The properties of the winds and the clumping can be determined by investigating spectroscopic
observations from various epochs. In the POEMS work package shared between the Royal Observatory of
Belgium (Alex Lobel), Univ. Valparaíso (M. Curé, Chile) and Univ. Pontifica Católica Valparaíso (A. Christen,
Chile), high-resolution spectra of four massive O-type stars have been analysed and modelled in detail.
We developed numerical codes that can reproduce the wide variety of line shapes in these spectra observed
with the Mercator Telescope at La Palma. Selected line profiles have been theoretically calculated using a new
multi-Castor Abbott & Klein-like prescription, providing new and improved stellar and wind parameters for
these hot massive stars. The study yielded mass-loss rates that are larger than the values published in previous
studies. They represent considerable improvement in spectroscopic mass-loss rate calculations in present-day
massive stars research. A publication is in preparation. This research collaboration is also part of a PhD
dissertation at the Univ. Valparaíso. The PhD degree was awarded to A. Gormaz in November 2019.

Pulsations
Stellar pulsations are caused by expansions and contractions in the outer layers of the atmosphere. If a star
pulsates radially, it swells and shrinks. However, most stars pulsate in non-radial modes, which leads to a
deformation of the stellar surface. Neighbouring regions on the stellar surface move in opposite directions,
while other regions do not move at all. Pulsations also cause variability in spectroscopic lines. To disentangle
between variations due to pulsations and clumps in the winds, high-quality spectral monitoring over many
pulsation cycles is crucial.
Many evolved massive stars are surrounded by dense material accumulating in rings or shells. This material
has been ejected from the star during eruptive events. The ejected material is often dense and cool enough
for efficient molecule and dust condensation. However, the physical mechanism causing mass ejections is
currently unknown. An innovative way to approach this subject is to analyse whether mass eruptions can be
triggered by stellar pulsations. This hypothesis is being tested in POEMS with extensive numerical simulations
of the dynamics within the diluted atmospheres of evolved massive stars.
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How yellow hypergiant stars repeatedly cool and heat up
Yellow Hypergiants (YHGs) are huge, luminous stars. They are fifteen to twenty times heavier than the Sun
and shine 500,000 times brighter. The atmospheres of these stars can be so huge that, if they replaced our
Sun, they would stretch beyond the orbit of Jupiter. A notorious YHG is Rho Cassiopeiae that showed a massive
outburst event in 2000 clearly linked to strong atmospheric pulsations. The Egg Nebulae hosts a YHG
surrounded by dust shells caused by strong eruption events in the past (see Figure 34).

Figure 34: The Egg Nebula: a Yellow Hypergiant surrounded by two ejected dust shells. Credit: ESO Very Large Telescope.

In 2019, Alex Lobel of the Royal Observatory of Belgium published research results of the analysis of long-term
photometric monitoring of four YHGs in collaboration with Drs A. Van Genderen (Univ. Leiden, Netherlands),
C. de Jager, and H. Nieuwenhuijzen (SRON, Netherlands), and amateur astronomers. An Astronomy and
Astrophysics paper was published in Nov 2019 describing the results. Because their study uses a very long
series of measurements, they could demonstrate in detail how these extreme stars get warmer over decades
and cool down in a few years.
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Figure 35: The Yellow Hypergiant HR 5171A observed towards the Gum 48d Nebula. Credit: NASA Spitzer Space Telescope.

The large mass-loss rates of YHGs can increase the circumstellar absorption causing redder and variable B−V
colour indexes. This property of YHGs is unpredictable and explains why spectroscopic temperatures
(reddening independent) are always higher than photometric ones, although the difference decreases with
effective temperature. The study revealed that besides HR 8752, the other three YHGs show blue loop
evolution in similar cycles over the last 70 years. The cycle begins with a cool star. In a few decades, the average
atmospheric temperature increases to about 8000 degrees. At 8000 degrees, however, the atmosphere
becomes unstable due to strongly amplified pulsations. At a certain moment, the entire atmosphere erupts.
As a result, it cools down quickly and a self-accelerating process occurs in which electrons attach themselves
to hydrogen ions and a lot of ionisation energy is released. This cools the atmosphere even further. The cooling
from 8000 degrees to 4000 degrees takes only two years. Then the cycle starts again from the beginning, only
with a slightly less massive star. Eventually the YHG is thought to transform into a hotter star ending its life in
a supernova explosion.
The research results also show that YHG HR 5171A (see Figure 35) is only subject to one source of light
variation, not by two as recent literature suggested.
Links:
http://stelweb.asu.cas.cz/~kraus/POEMS/
https://www.astro.oma.be/en/astronomers-show-how-giant-stars-repeatedly-cool-and-heat-up/
http://www.sci-news.com/astronomy/yellow-hypergiants-07692.html
https://www.knack.be/nieuws/wetenschap/supernova-vele-hete-sterren-eindigen-als-eenontploffing/article-normal-1530827.htmlh
http://alobel.freeshell.org/rcas.html
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The project RUSTICCA: revalorising the Ukkel Schmidt
Telescope
The prehistory of RUSTICCA
The Royal Observatory has a long tradition of astrometry of Solar System objects, in
particular asteroids (minor planets). It started in 1924 at the Triplet, which is a large-field
refractor, but with rather poor optics. In 1933, the Double Astrograph was purchased, an
astrograph with two tubes and much better optics (Figure 36). At that time, there was
virtually no light pollution and with an exposure time of 1 hour, the limit was around
magnitude 17. Even after one hour of exposure, between the stars the photographic
plates were perfectly transparent. While stars appeared as little circles on the images, minor planets appeared
as short dashes due to their motion.
With the Double Astrograph, numerous minor planets were discovered
and observed. The most famous ones are the minor planet (2101) Adonis,
one of the first discovered Earth-grazing asteroids, by Eugène Delporte in
1936, and comet Arend-Roland in 1956 by Sylvain Arend and Georges
Roland, which became visible to the naked eye in 1957.
After WWII, the Ukkel night sky started to deteriorate, and the limit
magnitude of observation at the Double Astrograph went down to 14–15.
Moreover, the accuracy of the astrometry also declined. Whereas it could
be better than 1 arcsecond in the early days, errors of more than 2
arcseconds were common in the 1980s. The increased sky background on
the plates caused an increased noise, and measuring accurate positions –
at that time still by eye – became more difficult.

Figure 36: The Double Astrograph was
active in the period 1933–1995, but
mostly in 1933–1960. With this
instrument Comet Arend-Roland was
discovered in 1956.

The last discovery at the Double Astrograph occurred in 1965. It was no
longer possible to discover new asteroids from Ukkel, due to the increased light pollution and the fact that
more and more of the brighter minor planets were discovered elsewhere. The Ukkel observers continued the
tradition by moving to other telescopes in dark areas, such as the ESO telescopes in La Silla in Chile, or the
Observatoire de Haute Provence in France. Although astronomers were no longer motivated to observe from
Ukkel, there were still a few sporadic observations at the Double Astrograph in the 1980s and early 1990s.
However, it was clear that continuing the old photographic astrometric observations had no more sense.

RUSTICCA started in 1993
In 1993, the Royal Observatory of Belgium obtained a LOTTO-grant to purchase a CCD camera. A CCD camera
offers a lot of advantages compared to the photographic technique. While a grain on a photographic plate is
either black or white, a CCD pixel can have up to 65,535 grey values. Moreover, removing the sky background
from a digital image is a simple operation on a computer. Hence, an object in the sky no longer had to stand
out from the sky background, but only from the noise caused by this background. Furthermore, the signal-tonoise ratio can easily be increased by summing individual exposures. Thus, much fainter objects can be
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observed with the CCD technology. Photometry is also possible, since a
CCD camera has a linear response to the amount of light.
The CCD camera was not installed on the Double Astrograph. Instead,
it was mounted on the Ukkel Schmidt Telescope (Figures 37 and 38),
which was at that time no longer in use. This telescope has a rather
short focal length of 2.05 m when using the prime focus, and a main
mirror of 1.2 m diaphragmed to 0.85 cm.
The Schmidt design allows a large
distortion-free field of view. This has
several advantages. Firstly, this design
produces sharper images than an
astrograph, concentrating the light on a
smaller surface and hence increasing the
signal-to-noise ratio. Secondly, a Schmidt
Figure 37: The UkkelUccle Schmidt
Telescope was the instrument most fit to
telescope has a mirror as main optical
hold the CCD camera purchased in 1995. It
device, and has virtually no chromatic
was active in the RUSTICCA project 1995–
aberration. The Double Astrograph, on the
2016.
other hand, was designed to produce
“sharp” images only in blue light, while a CCD camera is sensitive in the red part of Figure 38: The CCD camera is
the spectrum. Thirdly, the larger aperture of the Ukkel Schmidt Telescope mounted at the prime focus
compared to the Double Astrograph increases the speed by a factor of ~4.5 in of the UkkelUccle Schmidt
Telescope, i.e. inside the
exposure time. Finally, the Ukkel Schmidt Telescope would be easier to automate
tube. To fix the camera the
than the Double Astrograph for remote control.
old plate holder was used,
but had to be moved up by

After purchase, installation and initial tests of the camera, a field observed at the
about 30 centimetres.
Double Astrograph some time earlier was observed for comparison. It showed that
the limit magnitude was pushed back from 14 to about 21, a gain of a factor of more than 200. In operational
mode, a more realistic magnitude limit under good weather conditions is between 20 and 20.5 (Figure 39).
The accuracy improved a lot, and, for bright enough objects, the measurements could give the precision of 0.1
arcseconds, competitive with the best differential astrometry in the 1990s.
The telescope became operational by the end of 1996. At this time, the completeness of the known minor
planet population was up to magnitude 16, leaving a myriad of minor planets still to be discovered and in the
range of the new equipment.
The project was called “RUSTICCA”, standing for “Revalorising the Ukkel Schmidt Telescope by Installing a Ccd
CAmera”. Its logo, shown on the top of the first page, is formed by all the letters of the word RUSTICCA and
shows a schematic representation of the Ukkel Schmidt Telescope. At the start, the core of the RUSTICCA team
of observers consisted of two people, Eric Elst and Thierry Pauwels. In 2004, a new staff member, Peter De
Cat, joined the team.
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Figure 39: This plot shows for a selection of numbered asteroids the magnitude at the moment of their earliest observation. For
each year, the sample was restricted to 100 randomly selected asteroids. This means that each dot in 1930-1940 represents only 1 or
2 asteroids, while in the period 2000-2010 each dot stands for 100 or more objects. The red line is a very crude estimate of the limit
magnitude with the Ukkel equipment, first with the Triplet, then the Double Astrograph and finally the RUSTICCA project. One can
see that in the 1970, and even in the 1960 detecting new objects became very unlikely. With the RUSTICCA equipment, a myriad of
undiscovered objects became observable.

RUSTICCA at cruise speed
Routine observations started in late 1996, and unidentified asteroids were immediately detected. Officially,
discovering an asteroid is a long process. Actually, automatically assigning the discovery to the first
observation would encourage observers to scrutinise as many different fields as possible in the sky to
maximise their discovery number. They should better concentrate on the follow-up of their discoveries.
Otherwise, it would not be possible to compute orbits, and one would be left with a lot of ‘discovered’
asteroids, which would be lost again. Therefore, follow-up observations are required to secure a first crude
orbit and to allow recovery after the asteroid has passed conjunction with the Sun and has been unobservable
for many months. The asteroid is officially labelled only when a very accurate orbit is determined (usually after
at least 4 years of observations, but sometimes it may take 20 years or more). It gets a permanent number,
and the discovery is officially announced. Only then is it decided which observer gets the credit for the
discovery. He/she may not have been the one who observed it first, as the latter could have given insufficient
follow-up observations to secure a first orbit.
In the first years of the project, there were so many unknown objects that it was common to have 10
unidentified asteroids on a single CCD frame, although the field of view is only 45’ × 30’ (compared to the 8° ×
8° of the photographic plates at the Double Astrograph). Since each asteroid has its own motion in the sky, all
these asteroids fitting in a single frame on the first night, one needed several frames in the next nights for the
follow-up observations. In these follow-up frames new asteroids coming from other directions would appear,
which also had to be followed up, requiring an ever-increasing number of frames to follow them all. It was a
real challenge to get all the necessary follow-up observations before they would fade due to their orbit
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bringing them further away from the Earth. The
Belgian weather and the fact that observations of
the faintest object about one week around full
moon are unusable even add to the challenge.

Figure 40: The number of published positions per year from the
UkkelUccle site. The CCD technique is clearly a lot more efficient
than the photographic technique.

Observations are not evenly spread over the year, as can
be seen in Figure 42. One expects very few observations
during the holiday period of July and August, but the
decline starts already in mid-April. The reasons are the
nights being short in May and June, and the minor
planets being very low in the sky and difficult to observe.
Even more surprising may be the fact that September,
October and December are in general more productive
than January to March. The reason is that new asteroids
are preferably discovered in the second half of the night,
before their opposition, when they are still getting
brighter, so that they can be followed for a longer time.

The most prolific period was 1999–2005 (Figure 40).
Before 1999, we still had to learn how to observe
efficiently and how to process the observations. We
had to write the reduction pipeline software to
derive the accurate positions from the raw CCD
images (Figure 41). Besides, the computer speed
and the hard disk capacity were still problematic in
the starting phase. Using 3 to 5 computers in
parallel in the late 1990s, it took almost 18 hours to
process one night of observations, while, later, a
single desktop PC would process the observations
about twice as fast as the images arrived during the
night.

Figure 41: Stars and asteroids both look as dots on the
images. To discriminate between stars and asteroids, the
motion of the object has to come out. By taking a series of
pictures, superimpose them, and then colour code them,
moving objects immediately stand out and are easily
detected.

Objects discovered in the first half of the night rapidly get
too faint to be still observable, and are in general more
difficult to follow. In September, asteroids are high in the
sky in the second half of the night, and low in the sky in the first half of the night. Combined with nights that
are getting longer and longer, this creates the ideal conditions to search for new asteroids. In February and
March, the reverse happens. Asteroids are high in the sky in the first half of the night and low in the sky in the
second half of the night. This means that they are either difficult to detect, or difficult to follow up. Even more
striking is the very pronounced dip in November. We do not have a real explanation for that, other than that
the weather conditions might be systematically worse in November.
One of the major achievements of the project was probably the discovery in 2005 of (314,082) Dryope (the
discovery was announced only in 2012). This asteroid turned out to be a PHA, a so-called potentially hazardous
asteroid, which could pose a threat to the Earth, since any impact hazard cannot be ruled out. This discovery
was a real thriller and could only be achieved thanks to the cooperation of all the RUSTICCA team observers.
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Although the initial intention of RUSTICCA was to do
astrometry of minor planets, other observations have
also been performed. In the late 1990s, under the
impulse of Henri Boffin, some cataclysmic variables
were observed photometrically. In 1997, under the
impulse and with the participation of Piërre
Vingerhoets, we started to observe the so-called
PHEMUs, mutual phenomena of the Galilean satellites
of Jupiter (one satellite occulting or eclipsing another
satellite). Detailed photometry of such events gives
more accurate information on the positions of the
satellites than traditional astrometry can provide. Such
Figure 42: Published positions are not evenly distributed
events occur
during the year. See the main text for a discussion.
in seasons
every ~5.5 years, and we observed events in the seasons of 1997,
2003, 2009 and 2015. However, these observations were not easy,
since neither the equipment nor the reduction pipeline were
optimised for such photometry.
PLANOCCULT-observations, occultations of stars by minor planets,
were a bit more successful. These were also in cooperation with
Piërre Vingerhoets. These observations give very accurate position
information for both the star and the minor planet. Moreover, if
enough observers can give precise timings of the star
disappearance and reappearance, an accurate profile of the minor
planet can be deduced, giving its size and shape (Figure 43). Due to
the rather large uncertainty of a minor planet position compared
to its size, there is only a small probability for an observer to be in
the occultation path. Yet, out of 82 attempted events in 2003–
2016, we could derive accurate disappearance and reappearance
timings for 8 events, the last one being in 2016. These observations
could still be useful, but their number does not justify keeping the
telescope operational, considering the cost of staff to keep
everything in good shape.

Figure 43: An example of the result of a multisite campaign observing the occultation of a
star by an asteroid. By plotting the precise
instants of disappearance and reappearance
of the star together with the radial position of
the observer compared to the motion of the
asteroid, the complete profile of the asteroid
can be reconstructed. Also negative
observations, i.e. without occultations, are
important, since they put an upper limit on
the size of the asteroid.

The decline of RUSTICCA
RUSTICCA was a low-cost upgrade of a telescope, giving a new life to an otherwise no longer used instrument.
Thanks to this upgrade, productivity increased compared to the 1930–1960 period. However, due to the
weather and light pollution in Brussels, the RUSTICCA project could never achieve an output comparable to
the new sites in very dark locations and equipped with cutting-edge technology telescopes. In the beginning,
the Ukkel site was still ranked 17th worldwide for the number of discovered asteroids. But rapidly, other sites
became orders of magnitude more efficient, and Ukkel dropped below the threshold to be listed as one of the
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Figure 44: The magnitude of the new RUSTICCA detections at the epoch of their first observation. The lower horizontal red line
corresponds to the limit of the capabilities of the RUSTICCA equipment, the upper diagonal red line represents the limit above which
detection of new objects is rather unlikely. Both lines meet around 2016.

50 most prolific sites. Yet, Ukkel still was holding a world record for some time. With discoveries of asteroids
starting in 1924, and continuing into the 2000s, Ukkel had almost 80 years of discoveries from the same site,
being the longest in the world. However, when Heidelberg-Königstuhl, which had been discovering asteroids
from 1891 to 1962, resumed the observations of minor planets in 2003, Ukkel lost that record, too.
After 2005, the productivity started to decrease. We estimate that the number of observable minor planets
with the RUSTICCA equipment amount roughly to 300,000. At the start of the project, only some 5,000 were
already numbered, and maybe another 15,000 were already observed, leaving 280,000 asteroids still to be
discovered. As the present number of numbered asteroids already exceeds 500,000, it means there is hardly
any left to be discovered. Also, the accuracy of the observations is increasing worldwide. In particular, the
satellite Gaia will set new norms, with its positional accuracy being better than 0.001 arcseconds.
An extrapolation performed around 2008 predicted the last discovery of RUSTICCA to be expected around
2014 (Figure 44). However, with less valuable results, observers became less motivated, which causes an
earlier decline of the observation frequency. In 2012, an unidentified asteroid was found on our images for
the last time. Still, this was an important observation. Almost 2 years before the launch of Gaia, we found a
new asteroid in conditions similar to the conditions in which Gaia would find new asteroids. This was an ideal
opportunity to test the follow-up procedure for Gaia alerts, and to do a general rehearsal for the team of
ground-based observers that was being set in place to follow up Gaia discoveries.
The coup de grâce for RUSTICCA came in 2017, when there was a complete refurbishing of the dome, putting
the telescope out of use for a full year. Observers lost the routine, the equipment did not get the maintenance,
and after the works were finished, only one last attempt to observe was made in June 2019, but it failed
because of technical problems.
Still, the whole RUSTICCA project got a very important spin-off. While observers were getting expertise on
astrometry of asteroids, they could use this expertise in the framework of the Gaia DPAC (Data Processing and
Analysis Consortium), in particular on the work on ‘Astrometric reduction of Solar System Objects’.
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Astronomy Day on September 21, 2019
On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the International Astronomical Union (IAU), the Royal Observatory
of Belgium has opened its doors on September 21 for an Astronomy Day, an event organised by the
Planetarium of Brussels, in collaboration with the FFAAB (Fédération Francophone des Astronomes Amateurs
de Belgique) and the VVS (Vereniging Voor Sterrenkunde).
The event lasted from 13:00 to midnight. Statistics from the Public Observatory’s machines show that more
than 2400 visitors attended the event.
Activities of the Royal Observatory of Belgium included visits to the telescopes and the museum and scientific
experiments. The amateur astronomers presented their clubs and activities to the public and organised
observation sessions during the day (for the Sun) and at night (for the stars). Lectures given by scientists as
well as amateur astronomers were given throughout the day. The Planetarium also organised activities such
as the animation tent for children, the mobile planetarium and a VR (Virtual Reality) application for observing
the sky at night.

Exhibition at the Royal Palace in 2019
As each year, the Royal Palace in Brussels opened its doors to the public in summer 2019 (from July 23 to
August 25). The theme of this exhibition was “The Moon: between dream and reality”. In collaboration with
the SPF Chancellery of the Prime Minister, the Royal Observatory of Belgium and the nine other federal
scientific institutes, the National Geographic Institute and the Federal Science Policy Office offered an original
vision of art and science revolving closely or remotely around the Moon, the Earth’s only natural satellite that
captivated and still captivates humanity’s imagination.

A photograph of the Moon taken by Paul Van Cauteren and
Dr. Patricia Lampens, collaborators at the Observatory, had
the honour to be used as a visual for the exhibition. The
public could also view three of their photographs of the
Moon on-site, one of which was taken during the total lunar
eclipse on January 21, 2019.
The Observatory also exhibited a superconducting
gravimeter, an instrument designed to measure gravity
variations. These latter are influenced by, among other
things, tidal forces, which are themselves generated by the
Sun and the Moon. The Observatory has world-renowned expertise on Earth tides and gravimetry. The
displayed gravimeter, manufactured by GWR, is one of the first two superconducting gravimeters in Europe
and operated from 1982 to 2000.

Asgard IX – Meet and Greet
In April, the Planetarium team organised the ninth edition of the Asgard Contest geared toward primary and
high school classes. Like every year, the finalists of the contest spent a day at the Space Pole site, during which
the balloon launch of their experiments is the climax. This year, the Planetarium organised two additional
activities for Asgard: sessions in which scientists explain science topics in their fields to teenagers and a “Meet
and Greet” afternoon in which scientists from different fields present themselves and their research.

Information to the public
In 2019, the Communication and Information service replied to questions from authorities, public and media
sent by email (766), by telephone (184), by letter or fax (22), and in the social networks of the Observatory
(Facebook and Twitter, 14), in totality 1195 replies. Other questions come from authorities (courts, police,
army, Belgocontrol, Meteowing, Royal Meteorological Institute…). As usual, most questions were about sunset
and sunrise, astronomical phenomena, calendar and time, satellite and space station flybys and the history of
the Observatory. This is also the first year that the service received questions concerning the Starlink satellite
constellations, of which the first launch dated from end 2019.

The Communication and Information service was regularly in contact with the media (TV, radio and written
press) and press agencies (Belga, Thomsons Reuters…). The service gave information to them on some
occasions (Day of the Astronomy). Other members of the Royal Observatory of Belgium appeared in news
items on other topics (Solar Orbiter, 10th anniversary of PROBA2, LaRa and ExoMars 2020…).
Public tours of the Observatory are no more organized. Group visits are still organised on special occasions.
The individual visitors were mainly journalists, other media-related people, photographs, historians and
students. The Communication and Information service presented the ‘History and activities of the Royal
Observatory of Belgium’ as an introductory talk to some of the visiting groups and guided these in the institute.

Website, news, press releases and social media
In 2019, the main website of the Observatory (https://www.astro.oma.be) got 328,369 visits. The content of
the information web pages was regularly updated. In 2018, 15 topics were published in the “News” section of
the ROB website (always in 3 languages: NL/FR/EN), including 8 press releases.
On 31 December 2019, the Facebook page of the Observatory had 817 likes (with 231 new likes since end
2018), its Twitter account 606 followers (165 new followers) and its YouTube account 23 videos. The themes
of the published posts and videos are related to all services of the institutes, comprising shared posts from the
Planetarium Facebook page, from the Seismologie.be Facebook page and Twitter account, from the EUI
Twitter account and also from the Royal Belgian Institute of Spatial Aeronomy and the Royal Meteorological
Institute. The most popular Facebook post of this year is a post about the recalibration of the sunspot number
and about the solar influence on climate. On Twitter, the video of Mercury’s transit was the most popular of
the year.

The Planetarium

Daily Activities
In 2019, the Planetarium welcomed 46,226 paying visitors. A total of 1657 sessions were given, divided
between 222 courses for school groups (including 40 workshops) and 1395 film screenings (individual visits,
families, tourists). The Planetarium is open nearly every day of the year, including weekends and public
holidays, 361 opening days in 2019. In addition to lectures and films, ‘live’ sessions (Rendezvous@Planetarium) using the historical Zeiss projector are regularly offered throughout the year: they allow
the public to discover the starry sky in an interactive and lively way and are a great success.
In 2019, the Facebook page of the Planetarium saw a clear increase in visibility with 2018 followers (of which
1947 likes) recorded at the end of the year, which is an increase of +683 (respectively +646) compared to the
previous year.

Special Events
In addition to its daily activities, the Planetarium fully plays its role as an educational, cultural and sciencepromoting actor, organising or promoting a whole series of special activities. It is estimated that 4400 people
participated in 2019 in one or another of the activities organised by the Planetarium, including 3150 that took
place extra muros.

Highlight: International Astronomical Union Centenary Celebrations
The year 2019 was highlighted by the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the International Astronomical
Union (IAU). On this occasion, an exceptional meeting (a bridging event) between visually impaired people
and astronomers from the IAU (Wanda Diaz-Merced) and Belgium was organised at the Planetarium on
February 18.

It is also to pursue this desire to open the Planetarium to new audiences that a new planetarium show, The
Sky in Your Hands, adapted for visually impaired people, was added to the Planetarium’s offer for groups. This
film created by ‘Astronomers Without Borders’ required the 3D printing of dozens of tactile spheres
representing the constellations evoked in the film. This production could be carried out in-house thanks to the
support of different teams in the Observatory.
The preview of ‘De Hemel binnen handbereik / Le Ciel dans vos mains’ took place on April 10 in the presence
of the President of the IAU at the opening of the 100th anniversary flagship event co-organised by the IAU and
the Royal Observatory of Belgium and its Planetarium at the Palais des Académies from April 11 to April 13.
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This international conference welcomed both professional scientists (including Nobel Prize winners) and
amateur astronomers.

On April 12, Japanese astronauts Chiaki Mukai and American astronaut John Grunsfeld on the fringe of the
flagship event gave a conference opened to the public. This lecture launched the day dedicated to amateur
astronomers on April 13 (Amateur Day, Palais des Académies).

A big Astronomy Day organized on September 21 by the Observatory, the Planetarium, the Fédération
Francophone des Astronomes Amateurs de Belgique and the VVS took place on the Observatory site, with
many activities and presentations during the day, and observations in the evening. It was greatly appreciated
by the many people who came for the occasion.
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The closing of the IAU100 celebrations in Belgium took place on December 5 with the presentation of the
documentary Tintin Moonwalker in collaboration with the Moulinsart Foundation. This film parallels Hergé’s
visions and the first exploits of the conquest of space.

Yet more activities that took place in 2019


















Performances of the theatre creation ‘Het puntje van de tong’ on January 11, February 11,
March 11, April 11, May 11 and June 11.
The Smurf exhibition developed together with several scientists from the Observatory and the
Peyo Foundation was inaugurated on January 26 in the exhibition hall of the Planetarium.
The Museum Night Fever was hosted at the Planetarium on February 23, including a
demonstration (in the dark) of a lightsaber fight.
The final selection for the CANSAT competition (school projects to launch scientific
experiments with rockets) took place on March 20.
The Planetarium participated in the ‘Printemps des Sciences’ on March 29 with special
sessions for school groups.
The Planetarium hosts the groups participating in the ASGARD project on April 25.
A lecture (Alex Karl, BIRA-IASB) was given on the occasion of Asteroid Day on June 30.
Two lectures (Sarah Baatout, SCK-CEN) for the general public on the occasion of the 50th
anniversary of the Apollo flight were given on July 8 and 12.
Electronic music concerts were held on May 24 and 25.
The Planetarium organized and hosted the FNRS/ROB Astronomy Day on June 14.
A new edition of the ‘Poetry under the Stars’ event was held on September 14.
The Planetarium took part in the ‘Nocturnes des Musées bruxellois’ on October 3.
It organised the ‘Night of Darkness’ on October 12 at the Rouge-Cloître
The Planetarium’s new inflatable planetarium was installed on the forecourt of the Atomium
on October 30 for a special day of entertainment.
The Planetarium took part in the ‘Dag van de Wetenschap’ on November 24.
The event planned for the launch of the CHEOPS mission on December 13 was hosted in the
dome of the Planetarium.
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Annex 2: Workforce

On 31 December 2019, 171 employees were working at the Royal Observatory of Belgium (including the
Planetarium). The staff increased with five employees (166 employees on 31 December 2018) and is close to
the 2017 workforce (172 employees on 31 December 2017).

As expected from a research institute, scientists constitute the main part of the personnel (93 people, which
constitutes 54% of the staff).
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The majority of the personnel (63%) are contractually employed (i.e. non-statutory civil servants). This is
particularly true at the scientific level, where contractuals constitute 72% of the scientific staff. This is, a
consequence of the fact that scientific research is more and more funded by external projects.

At the gender level, 38% of the employees are women (65 women and 106 men). This proportion has increased
compared to the last two years (33% at the end of 2018 and 34% at the end of 2017). This is due to the fact
that more contractual women were employed (46 contractual women on 31 December 2019 compared to 36
contractual women on 31 December 2018), while the number of employed contractual men diminished
slightly (61 contractual men on 31 December 2019 compared to 65 contractual men on 31 December 2018).
This is particularly the case at the scientific level where there are 7 more contractual female scientists hired
(25 contractual female scientists in total on 31 December 2019) as compared to 2018.
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